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Abstract. In this paper a theorem on the existence of a gap in the energy spectrum of quantum 
systems, the exact ground state of which is known explicitly, is proved. The theorem is 
applied to a three-dimensional Heisenberg spin-t ferromagnet, with anisotropic nearest- 
neighbour interactions, and to an alternating Heisenberg antiferromagnet, with nearest- 
and next-nearest-neighbour interactions. 
1. Definitions and notations 
Consider a quantum system described by a Hamiltonian H. The exact ground state(s) 
are supposed to be known explicitly. Let 
where both H I  and H2 have at least one common ground state, which is consequently 
also a ground state of H .  We use the following notation: 
X Hilbert space of state vectors, 
n dim X, 
LY index which runs over 1 , 2 ,  
X o ,  subspace spanned by all ground states of H,, 
Eo@ ground-state energy of H,, 
Xo subspace, spanned by all common ground states of H ,  H 1  and H2. 
- Eo ground-state energy of H ,  
Xo, set of all ground states of H,only, 
Xl, orthogonal complement of X0,in X, 
1 w )  lowest-lying excited state of H. 
The state 1 q) has the following properties: 
and can thus be written: 
(1) 
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where 
/a12 -+ (b12 = 1 
if all state vectors are normalised to unity. Before the theorem is formulated, some 
trivial but important remarks should be made: 
1.1. xo = zOl n xOZ 
Let 1 &) E Xo1 n X02. Then H,I Q) = Eo,/ qo), (Y = 1 , 2  whereas 
HI Q) = (Eo1 + E02) I qo). 
Eo c Eo1 + €02. 
Using the Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle, we get: 
On the other hand, Eol + Eo2 is a lower bound for the lowest eigenvalue of H1 + Hz. 
whence 
Eo 2 Eo1 + EO?. 
Therefore we have: 
Eo = Eo1 + E02 HI%) = Eol910), 
which proves n X O Z  C X O .  
On the other hand, let I Q) Xol n X O Z ,  say 19 X O I  . Then: 
( q o I ~ 1 l 9 )  > €01. ( 3 )  
Because ( n 1 H2 1 n) is an upper bound for EO?, we also have: 
(VPOIHZIR) 2 Eo*.
From (2) and (3): 
( Q 1 (HI + HZ) I %) => Eo1 + Eo2 = Eo. 
1 cpo) can thus never be a ground state of H: 1 cpo) E XO. 
This proves $Yo C Xol n Xo2 and consequently: 
'deo = xol n reo2. 
1.2. 
From the definitions of X O ,  ZO,, X I & ,  it follows straightaway that: 
- 
$ Y = X o @ ~ o , @ X 1 ,  %o,lXo X l n l % ' O a  X h y L X 0  (Y= 1,2 .  
It should be mentioned, however, that in general, %01 1 go*. 
2. Theorem on the existence of an energy gap in the spectrum of quantum systems 
If there exists a unitary operator T ,  satisfying 
[ H ,  T ]  = 0 TH1T' = Hz THzT * = H i  
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and if there exists a number x E [0 ,1] ,  such that 
I(%lITl%l)l c x ,  
then 
El - Eo 3 (1 - x ) A ,  
where A is the common energy gap in the spectra of H1 and H2 = T H I T + .  
Proof: Because of [ H ,  T ]  = 0 ,  I V )  may be chosen to be a simultaneous eigenvector of 
H a n d  T :  
H I v ) = E ~ I v )  T I V ) = ~ ' ~ I V )  q being real. (4) 
Following (1) and (4) we may also write: 
eiq( V )  = TI V )  = UTI qoi) + bTI qii) 
1 V )  = e-i9 UTI q o l )  + 
Too= ( % / ~ / ~ 0 1 )  
(1 - e-'qTW)a - e-'qTolb = 0. 
 TI qll). 
To1 = (VOlI TI%) 
Putting 
we multiply both sides of (5) by ( R~ 1 to obtain: 
This equation is solved for b/a: 
b/u = (e'¶ - Too)/Tol.  
Thus: 
Using (6), we observe that ( 1  Tool2 + I 
1 
and therefore cannot exceed its upper bound 1: 
is simply the norm of the projection of 
and TI qI1), onto the manifold, spanned by the two orthonormal vectors TI 
/Tool2 + ITo112 1, 
or 
2 -112 1/1TOlI 3 ( 1  - I Tool . 
From ( 7 )  and (8), some useful inequalities are derived: 
Remembering laI2 + 1 b 1' = 1 and I Tool S x ,  we find: 
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Now, 
El = ( Y l H l V )  = 2 ( V / H l l V )  = 2[laI2Eo1+ l ~ l 2 ~ q 1 1 l ~ 1 l q 1 1 ~ ] .  
Clearly, in this case, Eol = E02 = +Eo, ( q l l l  H1 1 qll)  2 1Eo + A ,  from which we conclude: 
El 2 2[1a1*1Eo + Ibl2(tEo + A)] 
El 2 Eo + 2)bI2A (10) 
El 2 Eo + (1 - x )A .  
The last inequality is obtained by using (9). 
Corollary: The simple conditionx < 1 does not give any information about the behaviour 
of I (  rill TI n1)1 as a function of n. Now, because both Eo and El are extensive quantities, 
the theorem becomes only useful if 1 - x always remains a finite positive number, no 
matter how large n becomes. It has to be checked in every practical case whether this 
condition is fulfilled or not. 
3. Generalisations of the theorem 
In two cases a straightforward generalisation of the theorem can be given. The assump- 
tion that H and its subdividing parts have at least one common ground state, remains 
valid. 
3.1. 
Let H be subdivided into three equivalent parts, according to 
H =  Hi + Hz + H3, 
where THIT' = H2, TH2T' = H3,  TH3T' = H 1 ,  and T i s  a unitary operator which 
generates a cyclic permutation of H 1 ,  H2 and H3. The specific choice for q(q = 0, 
+2x/3)  clearly does not change the course of the proof, so that (9) still holds. 
E i = ( v I ( H i  + H 2 +  H ~ ) / v V I ) = ~ ( I ~ , I H ~ I V V ) = ~ [ ~ ~ I ~ ~ E ~ +  Ib12(@o+ A)] 
where A is again the common gap in the spectra of H 1 ,  HZ and H 3 ,  we get: 
Writing this time: 
El - Eo 2 3/bI2A E1 - Eo 2 j(1- x)A.  (1 1) 
3.2. 
Let H = H1 + H2, where H2 is no longer a unitary transformation of H1.  Denoting by 
A& the gap in the energy spectrum of H ,  (CY = 1,2) ,  and putting A = min(Al, A2),  we 
start again from equation (1): 
I Y )  = aI4701) + bIq11). (1) 
l V ) =  c / 4 ) 0 2 ) +  dl4)IZ) I Q l o * ) E ~ 0 2  1m)E XI2 /c12+ ld12= 1. (12) 
Because of I V )  i X O ,  we also may write an alternative expansion of 1 I+), according to: 
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Again, all state vectors are normalised to unity. Putting 
Too = (%Ivoz) To1 = ( % l Q 1 1 2 )  T1o= (v11lv02) 
we multiply (1) by ( 4)o~ 1 and (12) by ( q01 I to obtain: 
C =  T&u + Trob U = T ~ c  + Told. 
From (13) the basic inequalities are derived: 
/ c l  s 1 Tool la1 + I TlOI Ibl 
lal s 1 Tool / c l  + I Toll I4 
Therefore: 
[I - ITaol2l[lal2 + lcl’l s /TlOl2Ibl2 + lTOlI2ldl2+ 2lTocl~ITlol lal Ibl +IT011 lcl Idll. (14) 
Projecting 1 ml) onto the manifold spanned by 1 n2) and 1 q12), and, conversely, pro- 
jecting In’) onto the manifold, spanned by 1 R I )  and 1 q l 1 ) ,  we get: 
iToo12 + /Tal/' 1 i Too/’ + 1 T10/’ s 1. (15) 
la1 lbl s f /cl Id1 s 4. (16) 
lbl’ + IdI’ 2 1 - ~ / ( 1  - x2)@, (17) 
Now, (a12+ lbl’ = I C / ’  + Id/’ = 1 implies: 
After a straightforward calculation that makes use of (14), (15) and (16) , we arrive at: 
provided that 1 Too I s x .  
El is estimated as follows: 
El = ( v l H 1 / v ~ + ( ~ I H 2 l Y ) =  la12E01+ lc12E02+ lb12(Q)11/H11Q)11)+ ld12(Vj121H2/CP12) 
El a laI2Eo1 + 1bI2(EOl + A l l  + Icl2Eo2 + Idl2(Eo2 + A21 
El - Eo 2 Ib/’A1 + (d/’A* 2 [ I  b1’ + IdI’]A. 
So it follows in a straightforward way that: 
€1 - Eo 3 [l - x/(l - x ~ ) ~ ” ] A .  
This version of the theorem, however, is only of practical use if 1 - x / (  1 - x2)”’  is strictly 
positive, as can be seen from (18). This requires x to be confined to the interval 
[O ,  W 2 [ .  
4. Applications 
In all examples we assume periodic boundary conditions to be valid. 
4.1, The anisotropic spin-l Heisenberg ferromagnet in three dimensions 
The system is represented by the following Hamiltonian: 
H = - 2 J  ( S i s i ,  + S i s i ,  + $is$) J > 0 ,  y >  1. 
( R . R ’ )  
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In Z ( R , R o  R ,  R ’  run over all Nsites of a simple cubic lattice, with the restriction that they 
always refer to a nearest-neighbour pair. If a is the elementary lattice distance and if e,. 
e , ,  e ,  are chosen in such a way that ae,, ae,,, ne, correspond to the three elementary lattice 
translations, then H can be written as 
H =  H6 
6= ae,.oe,,oe, 
or 
H a =  - 4 J E [ S f ; S f ; + 6 + S & S & - 6 +  ySiSk-61. 
R 
Let T ( 6 )  represents a unitary operator which generates a translation over 6, and let 
p(6)  run over all odd sites in the direction of 6, i .e.  
p(6)  = a [ ( 2 n  + 1) e, + me, + le,] 
6 = ae,, n ,  m,  and I being intergers, and so on. 
for 
Then 
Ha = H6 + H26 
H16 = 4J  2 [ S ~ ( G )  Sics) -6 + S;(6) S i ( & )  +6 + Y S j ( 6 )  Sj(6) t p  1 = H I P  (6) 
P ( 6 )  P ( 6 )  
H26 = T ( S ) H I J * ( S ) .  
For completeness, we first check the two aligned states 1 F,) and IF.-) (which have 
respectively all spins up and down with respect to e , )  to be the ground states of H.  For 
that purpose, we use the subdivision 
H = z ( H I 6  + H26), 
6 
where both H16and Hz6describe N/2 non-interacting spin pairs. Therefore, it is sufficient 
to show that the ferromagnetic states are the ground states of every two-spin Hamiltonian 
Consider 
HI1 = -4J(  SfS; + SrSj + ySfS;). 
The eigenvectors and their corresponding eigenvalues E are given by: 
2-’/2[I + - ) - 1 - + )I  
2 - 9  + - ) + 1 - + ,] 
I +  + )  
E =  ( y +  2 ) J ,  
E =  ( y -  2 ) J ,  
E =  - y J ,  I i -  - )  
in which I + - ) denotes a state with spin up on the first site, and spin down on the second 
one, etc. It is immediately clear that the two ferromagneticstates have the lowest energy. 
Summing over the contributions of all two-spin Hamiltonians, we obtain a lower 
bound for Eo: 
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The factor 2 arises from the fact that & H16 and &HB give the same contribution to the 
lower bound of Eo. On the other hand, 
Eo s -3NyJ 
is obtained by noting that ! F+),  ! F - )  are eigenstates of H with energy -3NyJ. Hence, 
€ 0  = -3NyJ. 
The theorem can now be applied in two steps: 
4.1.1. First step. The energy gap A(&) of each Ha is estimated with the help of the 
subdivision: 
The specific character of the ferromagnetic ground states excludes the existence of any 
other common ground state. The energy gap A (6) can then be estimated very easily. 
Indeed, remembering that H16 and H26 describe two systems of non-interacting spin 
pairs, the non-common ground states of which are obviously mutually orthogonal, we 
may put x = 0 in (10) and conclude that the gap in the spectrum of H I &  is a lower bound 
for A(6).  We obtain one of the lowest-lying (degenerate!) excited states of H16 by taking 
( N / 2  - 1) pairs in their ground state (I + + ) or I - - )) and only one pair in the state 
H6 = Hi6 + H26. 
2 - 1 q  + - ) + 1 - + )]. 
If the ground-state energy of H16 is subtracted from the energy of a lowest-lying excited 
state, we obtain the desired lower bound: 
A(6)  3 ( y  - 2) J + (1N - l ) ( - y J )  - i N (  - y J )  = 2 ( y  - 1 ) J .  
4.1.2. Second step. The total gap of H is estimated with the help of the subdivision: 
H = ~ H ~ .  
6 
Also now all non-common ground states of the different Ha are mutually orthogonal. 
Putting nowx = 0, A = A(6) in (ll), we obtain finally: 
€ 1  - Eo 3 3 ( y -  1 ) J .  
The gap has a vanishing lower bound if y+ 1, according to the exact behaviour of the 
low-lying energy spectrum of an isotropic Heisenberg ferromagnet. 
4.2. The alternating Heisenberg spin-l antiferromagnet with anisotropic interactions in 
The Hamiltonian for this system is taken to be 




H ,  = C [4J,(S$-& + ~sgsg+,> + 4 ~ ( ~ 1 ~ $ - 1 ~ $ + 1 +  J ~ J ~ s $ - ~ ) I ,  
] = I  
J,, J i m ,  J 2 ,  > 0 O e y < l  
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The ground state of H is found to be the singlet-pair state (SPS), given by (Caspers 1982, 
Caspers and Magnus 1982,1983, Van den Broek 1980) 
N 
Following Caspers and Magnus (1982,1983) and Van den Broek (1980) it is easy to show 
that the conditions formulated in (20)  are sufficient to prove that I qo) is an eigenstate of 
H and of each H,: 
Let T represent a translation over two lattice spacings: 
TS,T+ = Si+ 1 S i S 2 N - 2  
TSZN-iT' = Si TSZNT- = S2. 
Then it is clear that [ H, TI = 0. Therefore, a convenient subdivision of H,, according 
to 
Ha = H 1 u  + H2ur  
where H2u = T H l n T + ,  and H1,describes a set of 1N non-interacting cells of four spins, 
is obtained by putting 
.VI2 
] = 1  
HI = Hip 
HII, = U,(SPSP + 2ySpS3a + .YTS$) + 4y(J1,SpS$ + J2,SPS%), etc. 
The coupling strengths between spins on sites 1 , 2  and 3,4 (and also on the corresponding 
sites in other cells) are 2J,instead of 4J,because all those bonds also appear in H2,. As 
a consequence, they are counted twice. We first prove the existence of a common ground 
state of H and all H,. which, in this case, turns out to be the SPS. This implies: 
Eo, = -NJ ,  ff = x.y, z 
Eo = - N ( J x  + J, + J,). 
To prove (22 ) ,  we first remark that we have from (21 ) ,  for (Y = x, y ,  z :  
Eo, - NJ,  €0 -N(J,  + J ,  + J,) .  (23)  
To be specific, we take ff = z .  Every Ising state (i.e. a state containing spins up and/or 
down with respect to e,) is an eigenstate of H11,. Careful inspection allows us to write 
down the ground states and lowest-lying excited states of Ifllz, with their corresponding 
energies E:  
E = -2yJlZ 
I + + - + )  
I - - + - )  
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E = -2yJzz 
I + - + + )  
I - + - - )  
I + - - + )  
! - ++ - )  
I + -+- )  
i-t-+) 
E = - J, (ground state) I 
Taking into account the contributions from both H I ,  and H2,, we find: 
€0, 3 2 X (N/2)(-JZ) = -NJ,. 
Of course, an analogous result follows for LY = x ,  y. Hence, 
and (22) follows from (23) and (25). 
Next, the existence of an energy gap is shown by threefold application of our theorem: 
4.2.1. There is a gap in the spectrum of H,, denoted by A,, LY = x ,  y ,  z .  For convenience. 
we put K, = max(J1,, J z a ) ,  (Y = x ,  y ,  z .  Take CY = z .  The lowest-lying excited states of 
fill ,  have an energy -2 yK,. Furthermore, because we are only dealing with Ising states, 
any two non-common ground states of H I ,  and Hz,  are mutually orthogonal, because 
they have at least one site with different spin orientations. So we may put x = 0, A = 
J ,  - 2yKz in (10) to find: 
A, 3 J, - 2yK,. 
Of course, the same conclusion holds for the other two gaps A,, AL.. So: 
A , 3  J, - 2yK, LY = x ,  y ,  2 .  (26) 
4.2.2. There is a gap A,, in the spectrum of H,, H,,  where 
A,, 2 min(A,, A Z ) .  (27 )  
To prove this, we have to show that the scalar product of any two non-common ground 
states of H,  and H, vanishes. It can be seen easily that 
where 
2N 
rotates every spin vector in X over an angle +n/2 around e,, and a: is a Pauli matrix, 
defined on site r. Therefore, all ground states of H, are generated by applying R on the 
ground states of H,. 
Denote by M the matrix built up by all possible scalar products of ground states of 
H,  with ground states of H,. Then M is the matrix representing the projection of R onto 
the subspace X0,. With the help of the four-spin-cell spectrum, we compare the different 
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eigenvalues of H ,  with Eo,. It turns out that Eo, is reached only by Ising states containing 
on each site pair (2j - 1,2j) a /  + - ) - or 1 - + ) - configuration. This allows us to write 
M as an outer product of N two-spin matrices: 
A = p x p x . . . p (Nfactors). 
p is, of course, the projection of 2-”* (1 - iui) 2-li2 (1 - iuj) onto the truncated basis 
( 1  + - ), 1 - + )}. The result is 
The eigenvalues of p are 0 and 1. Obviously, the eigenvalues of M are 1 and 0 with 
multiplicities 1 and 2” - 1 respectively. The eigenvalue 1 corresponds to the singlet 
configuration 2-”*[ 1 + - ) - 1 - + )] for each spin pair, i.e. to the SPS, the only common 
ground state of H, and H,. 
Now, any scalar product of non-common ground states is bounded by the largest 
eigenvalue of M ,  which does not correspond to the SPS. This particular eigenvalue is 
found to be zero. Therefore we may use the theorem in the sense of Q 3.2, if we put 
x = 0, A = min(A,, A,) in (18). This completes the proof of (27). 
4.2.3.  There is a gap in the energy spectrum of H .  Using the subdivision 
H = ( H ,  + H,) + H ,  
and remembering from (28) that 1 9) is the non-degenerate ground state of H, + H Z ,  we 
may apply the theorem again according to 0 3.2. Indeed. since H, + H ,  and H ,  have no 
other than common ground states, we may put x = 0, A = min(A,,, Ay) in (18)to obtain 
finally: 
El - Eo 3 min(A,,, A,,) 3 min A,  
LY=x.) .z 
A,= J ,  - 2yK,> 0 c u = x , y , z .  
It should be remarked, however, that a better lower bound for El - Eo can be obtained 
if all interactions are isotropic, i.e. 
J,= J J l a =  J1 J?,= Jz (Y = x. y, z K = max( J 1 .  J z ) ,  
In that case we have THIT’ = Hz,  etc, where T generates a cyclic permutation of H 1 ,  
Hz,  H3. As a consequence we may conclude immediate from (11): 
El - Eo > $ ( J  - 2yK). (29) 
It should be noted that, in general, the lower bound for the energy gap. as it is estimated 
by the theorem, is smaller than the exact energy gap. For example, take y = 0 in (29). 
Then El - Eo 3 $ J .  Now H describes a system of non-interacting spin pairs. The gap in 
the energy spectrum equals 41 in this case. 
5 .  Discussion 
Unfortunately, the classof quantum systems whose exact ground state is known explicitly 
is rather small, although it has been extended recently (Caspers 1982, Caspers and 
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Magnus 1983, Klein 1982, Van den Broek 1980) One of the quantum spin systems 
treated in Caspers (1982) and Caspers and Magnus (1983) is obtained if we take in our 
example the limits y+ 1, J l a ,  Jza+ fJ, in § 4.2. Apparently, the lower bound of the 
energy gap tends to zero. This, however, does not lead us to any conclusion about the 
existence of an energy gap in the spectra of those systems. 
In particular, a subdivision according to 94.2 would introduce an analogous M 
matrix. It turns out that the double degeneracy of the ground state gives rise to serious 
computational problems if the eigenvalues are to be calculated rigorously. 
During the last fifteen years, many attempts have been made (Caspers and Magnus 
1982, Majumdar 1970, Majumdar et a1 1972, Shastry and Sutherland 1981) to obtain 
information about the energy spectrum of Hamiltonians of the type: 
2,v 2.v 
No way has yet been found to demonstrate exactly whether there exists an energy gap 
or not. 
On the other hand, the system described by the Hamiltonian of B 4.2 is a non-trivial 
example of an alternating dimerised linear antiferromagnet, for which the existence of 
an energy gap has been proved in this paper. Although it has been conjectured by many 
authors that dimerisation always leads to a gap in the energy spectrum, up to now no 
one has been able to prove rigorously the existence of such a gap in the usual nearest- 
neighbour alternating Heisenberg linear chain (.TI, = Jz, = 0 in § 4.2), which remains 
an interesting quantum system either as a basic model for a class of spin-Peierls tran- 
sitions, or in connection with the study of organic free radicals (Bonner and Blote 1982, 
Bonner et a f  1983), 
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